
 

MARSEILLE BORELY - 04 June 

Race 1 

1. CASH IS KING - No better than midfield of late and will need to improve to factor. 

2. EL VIENTO - In modest form this campaign and happy to oppose. 

3. CABOTIN DU BOCAGE - 4.25L third at Vichy last time was a good effort but does struggle to win races. Solid place pick.  

4. FIASCHETTO - DQ on both preps and happy to oppose following that.  

5. DEAL ON LINE - DQ last three starts makes him hard to trust. Has the back class to factor however so do not entirely rule out.  

6. DAGHAD D'ERQUY - Great overall record but not at best recently. Admirable record when running third up however and can take 

a big step forward now.  

7. FALCO D'HERIPRE - Not won for over 1000 days and unlikely to change that in this event. 

8. CAGNOISE D'AGON - Just missed the placings when a 4.25L fourth here. That was best effort for some time and can improve 

again. In the mix.  

9. EGO TURGOT - Midfield in better races of late and will appreciate drop in grade. Perfect one from one for this driver and is worth 

holding safe.  

10. BRINDOR - 6L sixth here last time. Down in grade and will find this easier now. Each way player.  

Summary 

EGO TURGOT (9) has been running well in stronger races of late. This is a lot easier and should go closer as a result. Key player. 

DAGHAD D'ERQUY (6) has not been at his best recently however has won three times from four runs at this stage. Keep safe. 

CAGNOISE D'AGON (8) just missed the placings at this venue last time out. Can improve and holds place claims. BRINDOR (10) 

drops in grade. Will see benefit for that and each way backers are advised to look closely. 

Selections 

EGO TURGOT (9) - DAGHAD D'ERQUY (6) - CAGNOISE D'AGON (8) - BRINDOR (10)  



 

Race 2 

1. EXPERT DE LA COTE - Seen market support on recent starts but not ran up to expectations. Happy to watch unless the market 

moves positively once more. 

2. FIREJACK DE VIETTE - 1L winner here last time. Upped in grade now so needs more but in good form. Should give another bold 

showing.  

3. FORSICA DU ROCHER - 3L third at Avignon two starts back was a fair effort but DQ in a better race since. Each way claims if 

finding the finish.  

4. DEFI LUDOIS - Form this campaign looks modest. Must improve sharply.  

5. DIABOLO NIGHT - Has won and placed twice from last four starts. Good record for this driver and is easy to fancy.  

6. EURIPIDE LUDOIS - Recent form figures make little appeal and he is easily opposed.  

7. ENERISE FLASH - 3.25L second at Carpentras last time out was a good effort. Each way chance now with further progression 

anticipated.  

8. ENAMOURA LOULOU - Running consistently this campaign and goes well at this track. Each way chance. 

9. ETINCELLE DARCHE - Completed a double earlier in the campaign but well below that level last two starts. May bounce back.  

10. FERNEY VOLTAIRE - Well beaten on reappearance and will need to improve sharply following that if he is to play a role. 

11. DOTHIA - Made it three placed finishes from last five starts when a 1.75L third at Avignon last start. Should run well once more 

and conditions suit. Shortlist.  

12. FORMI - Placed in this grade two starts back but disappointing effort only run since. Threat to all if bouncing back. 

13. ENDIAN DE BANVILLE - Slightly better effort here last month but needs to improve further upped in grade.  

14. DANCER DU CADRAN - Out of form and easily opposed.  

Summary 

FIREJACK DE VIETTE (2) impressed when winning at this venue last time out. Expected to improve upon that and rates a leading 

player. DIABOLO NIGHT (5) goes particularly well for this driver. Thriving of late and should give a bold showing. DOTHIA (11) has 

been running consistently well this campaign. Each way player. ENERISE FLASH (7) holds frame claims following a 3.25L second 

at Carpentras last start. 

Selections 

FIREJACK DE VIETTE (2) - DIABOLO NIGHT (5) - DOTHIA (11) - ENERISE FLASH (7)  



 

Race 3 

1. DZIGANE DU GUERET - Last two runs have been disappointing but in solid form prior. Each way chance if bouncing back.  

2. CAZAUBON DAIRPET - Modest recent form figures and needs too bounce back. 

3. DEAN DELUCA - Boosted an already good course record when a 1.75L winner of a grade E race here last start. Tough to beat 

down a level.  

4. CAID SLY - DQ on three of last four starts. Best watched following that.  

5. DOLLAR LE BLANC - Modest recent starts and would need to improve sharply to factor.  

6. CIKIA DEIHA - Down the field all recent starts. Looks up against it once more.  

7. CALZAC DE GUEZ - Midfield finishes in better races of late. Place claims if enjoying return to easier grade. 

8. CYBERESPACE - Good winning record and impressed when a 2.5L scorer at Cavaillon last time out. Key player.  

9. COSMOS GEDE - 4L second in similar contest latest. Does struggle to win but has solid place claims.  

10. DEFI DU JAAR - Placed on two of last three starts so clearly in good form but losing sequence is now up to 28 runs. Frame 

contender.  

11. DEAR PRINCESS - Won four starts ago but not at same level since. Drops in grade however and expected to do much better at 

this level. Keep safe.  

Summary 

DEAN DELUCA (3) won a stronger looking race latest. Loves running at this venue and looks hard to oppose amongst this field. 

CYBERESPACE (8) impressed when a 2.5L winner at this course last time out. Holds a good overall record and should go close 

once more. DEAR PRINCESS (11) drops in grade and likely to see the benefit. Potential threat to all. COSMOS GEDE (9) placed 

last start and holds each way claims. 

Selections 

DEAN DELUCA (3) - CYBERESPACE (8) - DEAR PRINCESS (11) - COSMOS GEDE (9)  



 

Race 4 

1. IMMINENCE - Debut winner at Cagnes-Sur-Mer. Recent 0.75L second at Lyon Parilly was strong.  

2. IMOKO DU BOUILLON - Twice-winner from five starts. Struggled at Cholet latest. Better expected. 

3. INDIE LOVE - Chasing a hat-trick. Tougher test up in grade following 2.5L success at Marseille Borely in a Class E.  

4. IMPERIOUS - Bounced back from two DQ with a fifth at Lyon Parilly against similar opposition. Place chance. 

5. ICARE DE LA DORETE - Plenty of experience compared to rivals. Close 3.5L fifth at Lyon Parilly latest. 

6. IDEAL SAN LEANDRO - Showed a better level of form when 1.75L second at Marseille Borely in a similar grade. Can be 

inconsistent. 

7. ILLICO DE CASTELLE - Won last twice including at this venue in the same grade. Proven under conditions and likely winner.  

Summary 

ILLICO DE CASTELLE (7) makes plenty of appeal. Two from two at this track and caught the eye with a 1.75L success in a similar 

grade latest. Chasing a hat-trick. IDEAL SAN LEANDRO (6) finished a close second behind Illico De Castelle at Marseille Borely 

against similar opposition. Improvement required to reverse the form. Potentially the form-line to follow. INDIE LOVE (3) is looking 

for a third consecutive victory. Steps up considerably in grade and could sneak into the frame against tougher competition. 

IMPERIOUS (4) holds each way claims if replicating similar form to 3.5L fifth at Lyon Parilly in a Class B. 

Selections 

ILLICO DE CASTELLE (7) - IDEAL SAN LEANDRO (6) - INDIE LOVE (3) - IMPERIOUS (4)  



 

Race 5 

1. HORUS DES CHAMPS - Fair third in a similar event at Hyeres two back. Place potential at best. 

2. HOPEFULLY JET - Placed twice from last two outings. Useful 2.5L second in a similar grade at Hyeres. Each way option. 

3. HASIR - Bounced back from two consecutive DQs when narrow third in a Class E. Capable if completing cleanly. 

4. HERBES FOLLES - Unable to complete a double when DQ at Beaumont. 6L success in a Class E prior. In the mix.   

5. HARSHAM CHEF - Good winner of a similar contest at Lyon Parilly two back. Not disgraced when fourth subsequently at this 

track. Consider. 

6. HAKIM DES CHAMPS - Struggled on last two outings and requires more. 

7. HAROLD BUROIS - Fair 6.25L third at this venue latest. Three placings from three outings at this track.  

8. HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR - Fair fourth in a higher class at this venue latest. Drop in grade may suit. 

9. HISTOIRE D'ATOUT - Struggles at this grade. Unlikely winner.  

10. HARLEY DES PRES - Returned after two month spell with a seventh at this track. More needed. 

11. HAMILTON SEVEN - Chasing a double after a Class E win at Hyeres. Tougher test. 

12. HOTEL PARTICULIER - Well-beaten on last few outings. More needed. 

Summary 

HARSHAM CHEF (5) rates well based on a comfortable success at Lyon Parilly. Followed up with a solid 8L fourth at this venue. 

Can return to winning ways. HERBES FOLLE (4) is aiming to bounce back to form following a DQ in a higher grade. Useful 6L winner 

at Toulouse prior and can play a major role in the finish. HOPEFULLY JET (2) has placed twice from three starts in 2021. Faced 

similar competition when 2.5L second at Hyeres latest. Each way contender. HASIR (3) is a proven winner at this venue. Struggled 

with DQs recently but a place contender if completing cleanly. 

Selections 

HARSHAM CHEF (5) - HERBES FOLLES (4) - HOPEFULLY JET (2) - HASIR (3)  



 

Race 6 

1. GHALAL DE VANDEL - DQ in a lower class at Avignon three weeks ago after a win in a class D. Hard to trust.  

2. GALICE D'HERFRAIE - DQ at this venue eight days ago in a lower class. Jumping up a few levels and not an obvious winner.  

3. GLYCINE DE JOUX - Eleventh at Avignon beaten 8L in a lower class twelve days ago. Will need to show more.  

4. GNOSCA DE PAUMAR - Third here in this class beaten 2.5L. Highly consistent and proven at this level.  

5. GARRY THORIS - DQ here in this class when in contention two weeks ago. Worth another try.  

6. GRAINE DE MAX - Won by 3.25L eight days ago here in a lower class. Time before was fourth beaten 2.5L in this class. Chance.  

7. GAWANI DU BOCAGE - Third at Cavaillon beaten 4L in three grades lower. Is two from four over course and distance. Not 

discounted.  

8. GOING JET - Second beaten 0.25L at this venue two weeks ago in this class beating a number of re-opposing rivals. Top claims.  

9. GOFESCA BUISSONAY - DQ at Caen in a lower class in May. Was a winner three starts back in a lower grade. Place option.  

Summary 

GOING JET (8) finished runner-up in this class beating a number of re-opposing rivals over course and distance recently. Looks the 

one to beat. GRAINE DE MAX (6) was an impressive 3.25L winner in a lower class here at the end of May. Capable of taking the 

class rise. GNOSCA DE PAUMAR (4) was just behind Going Jet in this standard recently and is expected to be close up once again. 

GOFESCA BUISSONAY (9) won three starts back and latest DQ at Caen can be forgiven. In the mix. 

Selections 

GOING JET (8) - GRAINE DE MAX (6) - GNOSCA DE PAUMAR (4) - GOFESCA BUISSONAY (9)  



 

Race 7 

1. CLIMAX DE BAPRE - Fourth at Toulouse beaten 1.75L in this class last week. That was a return to form and needs to be 

considered.  

2. EMILY DE MONTFORT - Sixth beaten 10L at Vincennes in early April in a higher class. Not ruled out after a short break for a good 

yard.  

3. EROS DU FOSSE - Well beaten five days ago in a much higher class. Taking a significant grade drop.  

4. DIAMANT DE BOLAN - Third beaten 1.75L at this venue in a higher class two weeks ago. Consider once again.  

5. ESPRIT MYSTIC - Eighth beaten 8.5L at Hyeres in a higher class. Time before won by 4L at this venue. Solid.  

6. BALADIN DU REYNARD - Well beaten in a higher class two weeks ago. Time before was beaten 1.5L into fourth in this class. 

Could bounce back eased in standard.  

7. DAZZLE JET - Fifth beaten 2.5L at Avignon in this class. Looks one for the placings.  

8. BLACKY DE CAMBRON - No form in last six and easily ruled out.  

9. BELLONE SPECIALE - Third beaten 9L twenty days ago at Nimes in a higher class. The winner has since won and should be 

thereabouts down in grade.  

10. DO KISS ME - Well beaten latest at Avignon and needs a lot more to reverse form.  

11. DORIE DE SAUZETTE - Third beaten 1.75L at Vichy in this class ten days ago. That was a return to form and can place if 

repeating.  

12. BACCARAT TEJY - Struggled here three weeks ago and needs to show significant improvement in the same class.  

Summary 

ESPRIT MYSTIC (5) won by 4L over course and distance in this class two starts back. Went well subsequently up in class and should 

feature down in grade. DIAMANT DE BOLAN (4) was third beaten 1.75L in a higher class here in May. Down in grade and likely to 

go well. BELLONE SPECIALE (9) was beaten 9L in a higher class at Nimes recently. The winner has scored since. In the mix. EMILY 

DE MONTFORT (2) is dropping down in class from a sixth at Vincennes. Noted after a short break. 

Selections 

ESPRIT MYSTIC (5) - DIAMANT DE BOLAN (4) - BELLONE SPECIALE (9) - EMILY DE MONTFORT (2)  



 

Race 8 

1. ELAN BAROQUE - Back to back DQ and hard to have up in class.  

2. EDEN DE THYL - Struggling in lower grades and not an obvious winner up in class.  

3. DIVA DE CARLESS - Seventh beaten 24L in a lower grade and this looks a big jump.  

4. CHTIOT DE BELLANDE - Badly out of form and one to ignored.  

5. BRANDEIS JET - Sixth beaten 6.25L at Avignon in two grades lower. Place at this level two starts back and one to consider.  

6. ENCIERRO JYL - Second at Lyon Parilly beaten 0.25L in this class. Won four on the bounce prior and looks the one to beat.  

7. DREAM CASH - Back to back DQs and hard to trust at present.  

8. DUKE OF CARLESS - Beaten 36L here in this class two weeks ago and would need a big step forward.  

9. CAP MATYSS - No form in last six and passed over.  

10. BLACK D'ARJEANC - Fourth beaten 3.5L at Hyeres in this class behind Brandeis Jet in second. Solid.  

11. BARON DU BOURG - Fifth beaten 3.25L at Lyon Parilly six days ago. Should not be far away.  

12. COLONEL BOND - Seventh beaten 8.25L at Cagnes Sur Mer back in March in a higher class. May need this.  

13. ELSA DE BELFONDS - Third at Lyon Parilly beaten 3L in this class. The second has since won and cannot be ruled out.  

14. BULLE DE LAUMONT - Tried to make all at Cagnes-sur-Mer when sixth beaten 3.25L in the G3 Prix Pierre Desire Allaire. In the 

mix if ready to roll after a break.  

Summary 

ENCIERRO JYL (6) finished second at Lyon Parilly in this class when in a bid for a five-timer. The one to beat in current form. BLACK 

D'ARJEANC (10) finished a 3.5L fourth in the same standard at Hyeres. Went well in a G3 prior and one to note at this level. ELSA 

DE BELFONDS (13) was just behind Encierro Jyl at Lyon Parilly recently and can be thereabout once more. BULLE DE LAUMONT 

(14) is returning after a short break but needs considering dropping in grade. 

Selections 

ENCIERRO JYL (6) - BLACK D'ARJEANC (10) - ELSA DE BELFONDS (13) - BULLE DE LAUMONT (14) 


